April 11, 2017

**Will Somebody Tell President Trump?**

About 17 years ago, Donald Trump said he supported a Canadian style, single-payer health care system. During the first GOP debate in August 2015, Trump said it works in Canada and in Scotland. But the latest news out of Canada says otherwise.

And while Congress stews over what to do about Obamacare, since so far they have refused to even try to outright repeal it, let’s look over our northern border, where the Fraser Institute found the longest wait times ever. The wait from referral by a general practitioner to receipt of care was 20 weeks in 2016. That’s five months or nearly half a year. Will somebody tell President Trump?


“Wait Times Longest Yet for Health Care in Canada,” Bacchus Barua and Feixue Ren, The Quarterly (Fraser Institute), Spring 2017.
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